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On Characteristic Forms on Complex Manifolds 
MASAHIIX KATO 
Let x be :I complex manifold of dnncns~on ,1>3. In this paper. WC define 
l+‘q~./ fmws P,(n). 0s X <,I. a kind of characteristic forms. on A by means of a 
C ’ -projective connection x and prove the formul;i 
where the ~~(0) are the Chern forms delincd by a suitable (‘ ’ -alXnc connectlon 0 
(Theorem 3.1 ). For example. we haw 
If X IS compact, Kachler. and admits a holomorphic projective connection, then the 
Weyl forms are r/-exact. Hence. m this case. our formula reduces to the formula 
concerning the Chcrn classes: 
The latter was clalmed by Gunnmg wthout the keahlerity assumption. but 
unfortunately his proof was not correct (cf. Remark 3.39). A direct rigorous proof 
of formula (*) under the kaehlerity assumption can be found in the work of 
Kohayashi and Ochiai ( ,991 AC‘&rnK Px,a. 1°C 
NOMENC.LATtjRE 
R” the sheaf of germs of holomorphic y-forms on a complex manifold 
(‘8 2 Q” the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on a complex 
manifold 
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(’ * 
0 
‘4 ” 
T 
the sheaf of germs of nowhere vanishing holomorphic functions 
on a complex manifold 
the sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector fields on a complex 
manifold 
the sheaf of germs of smooth p-forms on a manifold 
the sheaf of germs of smooth vector fields on a manifold 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n 2 1. Take a locally finite 
open covering U = { 15’ ’ 2, of X such that on each II, there is defined a 
system of local coordinates z2 = (zi, ~5, . . . . z:). Put 
cP,/J=r;=/, ’ 
and 
T z,i = the Jacobian matrix of cpzli. 
On c;, n U,,, we consider an n x n matrix-valued holomorphic l-form 
1’211 = 5,/J ’CiTx,J (1.1) 
and a scalar-valued holomorphic l-form 
ox/i = (n + 1) ’ d log(det r,,,) 
= (n + I ) ’ Trace(r,,,’ I/TX,,). (1.2) 
In the following, we sometimes abbreviate the partial differential (operator 
(‘/(Jr; as Z1,. The (,j, k)-components of z,,, and LIz.,~ are c?zjiCri, and 
~11((7:;/?;~), respectively. If we write (T,,~ as 
Ox/l = “x/J, II= ii (1.3) 
then we have 
I7 lii, = (n + 1 ) ’ Tracdt.,,’ i:,i,~2,1). (1.4) 
We define another II x n matrix-valued holomorphic l-form by 
where I is the identity matrix and 
P,/J = (“x/i, rl,-i). (1.6) 
The following lemma is proved by an easy calculation 
(1.5) 
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LEMMA 1.7. On Cl, n I/:,j n ci., ~t’e huw the relation 
“z/i + “ii, = (TX, ) (1.8) 
r/i, ‘(W,i., + (l/j, = (I,, 9 (1.9) 
r/i, ‘P&l;, + P/i,, = PI; (1.10) 
By the above lemma, the set ( gzii I, ( llzii ), and {pXlr 1 defines cohomol- 
ogy classes in H’(X, Q’), H’(X, Q’(End(O))), and H’(X, Q’(End(O))), 
respectively. It is easy to see that these cohomology classes are independent 
of the choice of local coordinates. 
DEFINITION 1.1 I. The cohomology class (l,\ in N’(X, Q’(End(O))) 
defined by the I-cocycle (ulil) is called the obstruction to the holomophic 
qffbze conrwction of‘ X. The cohomology class p in H ‘(A’, Q’( End(O))) 
defined by the 1 -cocycle ( P,,~ 1 is called the ofwtruction to the holomorphic~ 
projectise connection of’ X. 
It is easy to see that the I-cocycle ( -(n + I ) n2,! 1 corresponds to the 
first Chern class (cf. (3.5) below). 
DEFINITION 1.12. For a complex manifold A’ with u Y = 0, a 
(holomorphic) 0-cochain (u, ) such that fi{a,) = (N,,~ ) is said to be a 
ldomorphic &ne connection of’ A’. We can consider also a .srnooth gffine 
cnrmection in a natural manner, where the a7 are II x n matrix-valued 
smooth ( 1, 0)-forms. 
DEFINITION 1.13. For a complex manifold X with p Y = 0, a 
(holomorphic) 0-cochain ( p7) such that S{ p,I\ = (pip) is said to be a 
holomorphic projectiw connection of X. We can consider also a smooth pro- 
,jectice connection in a natural manner, where the pz are n x II matrix-valued 
smooth ( I. 0)-forms. 
It is easy to see that u.\ = 0 implies p I. = 0 
2. WEYL FORMS 
Let X be a complex manifold of dim X = n > 2. In the following, projec- 
tiw connections (resp. @ne connections ) irnpl!, smooth proj~~ctiw umnrc- 
tinns (resp. smooth uffi’ne connections) unless otherwise stated explicitly. Let 
71 = (p, i be a (smooth) projective connection on X; that is, on each C, 
there is an n x n matrix-valued smooth (1, O)-form p, such that 
(2.1 1 
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Write px as 
1’7 = (P:,)> (2.2) 
where 
I)“,, = p”,,, d$. (2.3) 
Similarly, pip can be written as 
Px/J = (P”,,i, L (2.4) 
where 
P”l,,, = P”,,i!, I& (2.5) 
By the definition (1.5) of pxli, we have p$,, = p$,l. Terefore it is easy to see 
that 
where 
is also a projective connection. Hence (2 ‘(px + y,)) is a projective 
connection. Therefore we may assume that 
P”,,, = P”,,, (2.6) 
Since Trace(p,,,) = 0, it follows from (2.1 ) that 
Trace( p,,) = Trace( p,). 
Since ( p3 - n ’ Trace(p,)Z) is also a projective connection, we may 
assume that 
PL, = 0. (2.7) 
The projective connection satisfying (2.6) is said to be normal. The projec- 
tive connection satisfying (2.7) is said to be reduced. 
Thus un?l complex manifold admits II normul reduced (smooth) projective 
connection. As we see easily from the above argument, if a acompie.y 
mun$~ld admits a holomorphic projectiw connection, the munifijld ul.w~ 
udmits u normul redwed holomorphic projective connection. In the following, 
HY~ consider onl~l normul reduced (holomorphic or smooth ) projectiw connec- 
tions. 
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Now we calculate the Weyl curvature tensor. We follow the argument of 
Eisenhart [E, pp. 9SP100]. By ( 1.5) we have 
(2.8 ) 
where we have used the equation dcxil = 0. Therefore we obtain 
dP,i + PP * P/i = %,~‘(dpx + P, A P,) T+i - dpP,,, + p,/i A p,/r 
- Txii’ dT 2/i A P,/I ~ /),/I A T.,j’ dT,,, 
- Px/i A %,,‘P& ~ L,i’P& A Y,,, 
- Tz/i ’ dTx,, A I. ox/j ~ I. fix/j A TX,{’ dTs,,j 
-I.(‘,,{ A ‘,,,‘P,T,,~~TJ,,‘P,T,,, A I.(J,, 
+ I’ a,,j A I’ (T,,, +L’~/I * I%,j+I%f A pzlj. (2.9) 
LEMMA 2.10. 
Proof: Since o,,, is a scalar-valued form, the equality (2.12) follows 
from the fact that ox,{, h,,{, and p, are l-forms. By the definition of 
pzp, P%/, * pzlc is given by 
Hence (2.13) is proved. The (j, k)-component of dr,,, A pzp is 
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Thus (2.11) is proved. 1 
By the above lemma and (2.9), we have 
+,j + Pp A P/i = G/l’klP1 + P, A P,) TX/j - Yl/i? 
where 
‘.x/i = Px/j A ?;i’P&,c + hT,j - P,/i A 1. cz/i + P,/r * 5, 
Note that yllr is a matrix-valued smooth (2, 0)-form. Put 
rxp = (rt,,,) = (r& C/Z/~ A d$). 
Then by (2.16), we have 
)./I 
z,f,,h = 6:‘rzijsk - Gr,p,,3 
where 
I 
/I 
+ P;m,P;:k - &nk P;;:,. 
Put X,i,, = A’;,,,. Then by (2.21), 
ZP”, 
x/f~, = - $ + P;,,,, P;k 
B 
It follows from (2.17) and (2.18) that 
r x/Jrk = tn - 1 ) ’ (x,hk - X~,n&T;,k)~ 
Thus we obtain 
(2.23) 
(2.15) 
dT,,l. (2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
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W,=dp,+p, A p,+(n- 1) ’ x,, 
x, = (26:‘X,,, dz; A d:“,,. 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 2.27. The tensor ,fkld [ W, ), defined /I?, (2.25) und (2.26), 
called the (smooth) Weyl curvature tensor, is an element oj‘ 
l-(X, A’( End( T))). lh ,further, the projective connection { p, ) is holomorphic, 
then the tensor ,field { W, ), called the holomorphic Weyl curvature tensor. 
is an element c?f‘ f(X, Q2(End(@))). 
Suppose that the Weyl curvature tensor of a smooth projective connec- 
tion vanishes. Then the projective connection is holomorphic, since $p, = 0 
by (2.25). It is known that if n > 2, then the holomorphic Weyl curvature 
tensor vanishes if and only if the holomorphic projective connection is 
integrable (see [G]). Therefore, when 17 > 2, a smooth projective connec- 
tion is induced by a holomorphic projective structure if and only if the 
Weyl curvature tensor vanishes. 
In view of Proposition 2.27, it seems possible to define characteristic 
forms on complex manifolds by means of projective connections as we 
define Chern forms by means of affine connections. This is what we do in 
the following. 
Let t be an indeterminate and A an II x n matrix. Define polynomials 
‘po, cp, . . ..> (P/I by 
det(Z- (2xi) ’ tA)= i cp,(A)t’. 
h -0 
We put 
Pk(Z) = (PA W,), k = 0, 1 ) . . . . H, 
where n stands for the normal reduced projective connection jp, ) 
THEOREM 2.28. 
PL(n) is a cl-closed smooth 2k:form. (2.29) 
The de Rham cohomology class [Pk(z)] is a real cohomol- 
og~s class and is independent of the choice of’ the normal 
reduced prqjective connection. (2.30) 
We give a proof of this theorem as a corollary to Theorem 3.1 (see 
Corollary 3.35 in the next section). 
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DEFINITION 2.31. The d-closed smooth 2k-form P, = Pi(n) is called the 
kth Wepl form. 
Since 7~ is reduced, we have 
P, =o. (2.32) 
3. RELATIONS BETWEEN CHERP~ FORMS AND WEYL FORMS 
In this section, we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a complex manif&d of dimension n > 2. L,et 71 be 
any normal reduced smooth projective connection on X. Then there is a 
smooth affine connection 8 on X krhich satisfies the equalit?, 
c,(B)= i n+l-j c ) k-j ((n+ l)--’ c,(H))” ‘P,(~), (3.2) /=o 
where c,(6) = the kth Chern form associated with 8, and P,(z) = thejth Weyl 
form associated with 71. 
To prove the theorem, first we choose a (smooth) afline connection 0. 
Let K, be the canonical line bundle of X. We may assume that K, 
represented by a 1-cocycle {K,,j}, K,,j~ LJU,n U,j, 6;). Let {h,} be a 
smooth metric of (K,, j. That is, each h, is a real-valued positive smooth 
function on Ui, satisfying 
h,= K,A2 hz on .!J,nU,,. (3.3) 
Put 
a,= -(n+l))‘irlogh,. 
By (1.2), we have 
OzB = -(n+l))‘(I:logKxl,. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Therefore we get 
We write a, as 
OTB = ali -a,. (3.6) 
(3.7) a,=a,,dz’ I 
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h, = (a,, d$). (3.8) 
Then h, is an n x n matrix-valued smooth (1, 0)-form whose (k, ,i) compo- 
nent is u,, dzt and satisfies 
NOW let rr = { pI) be any normal reduced (smooth) projective connection. 
Recall that the p, satisfy relation (2.1). Define an n x n matrix-valued 
smooth (1, O)-form H, on U, by 
o,=p,+h,+r~a,. 
Using (1.5) (3.6), and (3.9), we have 
(3.10) 
This shows that Q= (8,) 1s an afftne connection of X. We calculate the 
Chern forms associated with 0. As is well known, the curvature form of the 
afhne connection 
0, = do, + 8, A 8, (3.11) 
satisfies the equation 
@,I = L,j’@& on lJ,nU,,. 
The Chern forms are given by 
c,(@ = cp,(@,). 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
LEMMA 3.14. Let x0 he any point on X. Suppose that X”E U,. Then 
p,(xO) = 0 holds ,for a suitable system of local coordinates uround x,,. 
Proof Let (U,?, z,~) be a new system of local coordinates with X,,E U,!. 
Then by (2.1), we have 
/‘,(-%I) = Pps(Xo) + T g;‘(-d P,dXo) T/d%). (3.15) 
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We define constant matrices (Qk,), k = 1, 2, . . . . n, by 
Qij = ~:k, (~0) 
and put 
c~,~~~(x~)=(n+ 1) ’ Q;,=O. 
Therefore by (1.5), we obtain 
P,(X”) = P/d’\-0) + T$b”) Pfl(-%) ~/?z(Xo) 
= dT,h(%) + P/d-X”) + 1. ~/&I) + P/h) 
= P&o) + P/A%). 
Hence we have p&x0) = 0. 1 
By (2.24), (3.12), and the above lemma, we may assume 
P,(-%I) = 0 (3.16) 
to prove (3.2). By (3.10), (3.11), (3.16), and the formula similar to (2.13), 
0, is given by 
@,=I.~a,+dp,+db,+b, A I.a, (3.17) 
Now we calculate the Chern classes by a method which we learned from 
M. Noumi. With the subscript r omitted, we have 
det(Z- (27ci))’ to) 
=det(Z-(2zi))’ t(Z.da+dp+db+b A Z.a)). (3.18) 
Put 
and 
I,= 1-(27ci))’ tda, (3.19) 
Q=dh+h A I.a=((da,-au,) adz’). (3.20) 
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A . --’ = i ((24 ’ f &)l. (3.22) 
IT-0 
dp A Q=O. (3.23) 
Proqf: (3.22) is proved by an easy calculation. To prove (3.23), it 
suffices to see that ~$7 A dz’= 0. This equality follows from (2.6) and 
dp:’ A d--l= dp;; A dzk A dz’. 1 
By Lemma 3.21, we have 
det(Z- (27~2’)’ to) 
= det(/lZ- (2rci) ’ t dp- (2ni) ’ rQ) 
=det{(Z-(2rrril.))’ tdp)(I.1-(2ni)mm’ tQ)j 
= 1.” det(Z- (27G) I t dp) .det(Z- (2nii.) ’ rQ). (3.24) 
On the other hand, under assumption (3.16), we calculate the qth Weyl 
form (q > 1) at x0. The Weyl curvature form is given at x0 by 
W=dp+2Y, 
Y = (6A, ry ,, 
where 
Y;“=(n-l)~‘X,,dz”/\dz’=(n-1) ‘(~,p;l,)d?‘r\dz 
Hence we have 
det(ZZ(2ni))’ tW)=det(Z-(2ni) -’ tdp-(27ci)-~’ tY). 
LEMMA 3.28. dp A Y= 0. 
Proof. By (3.26), 
dp;, A Y; = (n - 1) ~’ dp;,, A (3, p;,) dz” A dz’ 
- -(n - 1) ’ (c?,\ p;,) A dz’ A dp;, A dz” 
= -(n- 1) ’ (z,p;,) A dz’ A (dpj, A dz”). 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
Since dph A dz’” = 0 by the proof of Lemma 3.23, we have Lemma 3.28. 1 
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Using Lemma 3.28, we rewrite (3.27) as 
det(l- (2rri) ’ rW) 
=det((l-(2ni) ’ t&)(Z-(2ni) ’ tY)) 
=det(l-(2rri))’ tcip).det(Z-(27-C)’ tY). (3.29) 
LEMMA 3.30. 
det(l-(2ni))’ rQ)= C ((n+ 1)-‘~,(0))‘t’. 
, 0 
det(Z- (2ni) ’ r Y) = 1. 
(3.31 ) 
(3.32) 
Proof: It is easy to get the formula 
c,(d) = -(n + I )(271i)~ ’ Pa 
from (3.18) and (2.7). Therefore to prove (3.31), it suffices to show the 
equality 
det(l- (27ri))’ tQ) = 1 (-(27ci) ’ per)’ t’. 
, _ 0 
(3.33) 
The left-hand side of (3.33) is equal to 
i (-2ni) ‘[ 1” c’ det Q$ 
410 J 
where J runs all q-tuples {,j,, jz, . . . . j,} with ,j, <,jz < ... <j,, 1 6l.j;. 6 n, 
and Q; is the q x q principal minor corresponding to J. Let S, denote the 
symmetric group of degree q and put kj =jmcrl. Then, by (3.20) 
c’det Q;= c’ c (sgn a)(&,, - UCI~,) A (I=” 
.I J d E s4 
A “. A (duquu~q) A dz’q 
=q! C’ (du,, -uua,,) A dz” A “. A (du,y-Lzcl,y) A d:” 
=I (iu,,-uu,,) A dz” A .t. A (dq-uq) A dz’q 
I 
= ((da, - m,) A dz’)“ 
= (du)y = (&I)“, 
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where the index I runs over all the y-tuples (i,, i,, . . . . i,,) with 0 < i, <II. 
Thus we have (3.33). Next we prove (3.32). By the same argument, the 
left-hand side of (3.32) is equal to 
” P c’ det Y::, 
.I 
where J runs over all y-tuples (,j,, .jz. . . . . ,j,) with j, <,jz < ..’ <,j,, I < 
,j;, 6 n, and Y; is the q x y principal minor corresponding to J. Then, for 
q > 0, using the same notation as above, we have 
C’det Y$= c’ 1 (sgna) Y:j,,, A ... A Y::,,,, 
.I .I 0 F .sc, 
= (n - 1 ) ‘I C’ (sgn a) /T,~,,, A C/Z” A A hlCilu, A k/Y 
= (n - 1 ) ” (A, A Liz’)” 
=(n-I) ~‘((;I,/,:,,t’Arl~‘)=o, 
where h, = -d, p:, &‘. The last equation follows from (2.6). Thus we have 
(3.32). 1 
By (3.29) and (3.32), we have 
det(/- (2ni) ’ tW)=det(l-(2ni) ’ t+). (3.34) 
By (3.24) and (3.31), we obtain 
x 1 ((n+ 1) ’ C,(0))” ‘P,(z) 
/ 0 
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= ,Ii, I;;; i”; “j ((n+ 1) -’ fC,(fl))‘P > 
x 1 ((n+ 1) ’ c,(H))” z P,(n) 
I = 0 
=,-,, ‘;?I i(n1p+l) ‘c,(o))h+’ ‘P,(7c)r”+‘. 
Comparing the coefficients of t’ and using the formula 
we obtain cl;(O)= i: ‘2$1-i 
I=0 c 1 k-; ((n+ 1) ’ c,(Q))” ‘P,(n). 
By (2.24) and (3.12), both sides of the above equation are left invariant by 
a change of local coordinates. Thus (3.2) holds true without the assump- 
tion of (3.16). Thus Theorem 3.1 is proved. 
For example, we have 
P,,(n) = 1, 
P,(n) =o, 
PJK)=c,(fl)- {2(n+ 1)) -‘nc$I), 
Pi(7z)=C,(O)-(n+l) ‘(n-1)~,(8)(.2(0)+j3(n+l)?i ‘n(n-l)C#), 
PJ71)=C,(O)--(n+l) ‘(n-2)c,(fl)c~(fl) 
+ (2(n+ 1)‘) -’ (n - 1 )(n - 2) CT(U) CJO) 
- (S(n + 1)‘) ’ n(n - l)(n - 2) C;(e). 
We have, in particular, 
COROLLARY 3.35. The Weyl,forms are d-closed. The de Rham cohomol- 
og?, classes of the Weyl forms ure real cohomology classes and independent 
of the choice qf‘ normal reduced projective connections. 
In view of this corollary, we can define the Weyl classes as the dl: Rham 
cohomology classes of the Weyl forms. 
COROLLARY 3.36. !f’a complex manifold udmits u holomorphic projective 
connection, then the Weyl ,forms (we cohomologous to d-closed holomorphic 
forms. 
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Proof: Obviously, the Weyl forms are holomorphic for the 
holomorphic projective connection. Hence the corollary follows from 
Corollary 3.35. 1 
COROLLARY 3.37. Jf‘ a compact Kurhler mun~fbid rrith dimension 22 
admits u holomorphic prqjective connwtion, then all the We.vl clu.sse.v are 
xro und equulitj~ (*) holds. 
Proqf: By Corollary 3.36, we may assume that the Weyl forms are 
holomorphic. Then the Weyl forms are harmonic forms. On the other 
hand, the Weyl classes are real by Corollary 3.35. Therefore they vanish by 
the Hodge theory. Hence (*) follows from Theorem 3.1. 1 
Obviously. we have 
COROLLARY 3.38. Jf’ u (not necessar?, compact Kuehler ) complrs 
mun$old udmits a holomorphic integruhle projective .rtruc.turc, then ~11 We111 
ch~v.res runish und equality (* ) holds. 
Remark 3.39. Suppose that we are given a compact complex manifold 
of dimension n with a holomorphic projective connection. Without the 
kaehlerity assumption, we only know the vanishing of the k-th Weyl class 
with 2k 3 II. For other Weyl classes, we cannot prove or disprove their 
vanishing. Gunning’s formula given on page 94, Theorem 5, in [G] should 
be read as a formula on the Atiyah forms, which were defined in [A]. Thus 
our formula together with that of Gunning gives a formula between the 
Atiyah forms and the Chern forms on complex manifolds with 
holomorphic projective connections. 
Remurk 3.40. Suppose that we are given a compact complex manifold 
with a holomorphic uffine connection, Then we get the holomorphic Atiyah 
forms by reasoning similar to that above. It was shown in [A] that all the 
Chern classes vanish under the kaehlerity assumption. Without the 
kaehlerity assumption, however, no general result seems to be known 
except for the vanishing of the k-th Chern classes with 2k 3 n. The proof of 
this fact is easily obtained by using the method developed here. 
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